Human-chimpanzee promoter comparisons: property-conserved evolution?
Identification of different functional elements and their properties is a fundamental need in biomedical research and phylogenetic comparisons of a growing number of sequenced genomes form a solid basis for this task. Most available phylogenetic approaches are focused on searching for individual sequence alterations, responsible for the observed phenotype, or statistically evaluate observed mutations to infer general trends. However, being applied to close genomes such methods suffer from poor statistics of rare mutations and give only (at its best) coarse results concerning the potential functional importance of the nucleotide differences. However, quantifying the changes in physical properties of DNA allows to see the strength of introduced mutations and hence to classify them for further investigations. In this work we present the comparative sequence analysis of two evolutionarily close species-human and chimpanzee. In contrast to previous studies we evaluate changes in melting enthalpy of DNA rather than count nucleotide mismatches. We find that nucleotide mismatches in promoters were apparently introduced in a correlated manner during the course of evolution, so that, for example, the DNA property "melting enthalpy" was retained. Such property conservation of promoters is significantly different from nucleotide conservation, shows significant positional and functional biases, and seems to represent a novel feature of gene regulation.